Rapid prototyping for the extension of the accessibility to cultural heritage for blind people
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ABSTRACT:

The accessibility of cultural heritage (CH) to disabled people is a current topic of great importance. Today, there is a lot of ongoing projects aimed at the extension of accessibility using the most recent and low cost technologies to improve accessibility to CH. One of the technologies, today available that can help to improve accessibility to CH, is certainly rapid prototyping. The main goal of the research here illustrated is the application of rapid prototyping for the extension of accessibility of Cultural Heritage (CH) to blind and visually impaired people. This document reports an experiment that compared the effectiveness of different 3D models for the introduction of blind and visually impaired people to the tactile use of models of monuments. In addition, this study focuses on defining standards and guidelines regarding features of 3D models, e.g. print resolution, in order to obtain greater legibility of models at different scales by the blind or visually impaired people. This paper shows a part of a wider Interreg EU research project, named I-ACCESS, aimed to study accessibility problems and solutions for CH. The experimental results obtained with the sample of disabled people allowed to obtain results on the most suitable printing parameters to be used.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, great attention has been paid to the problem of the removal of architectural barriers. This was one of the most significant interventions in the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities (MiBACT). A ministerial Commission, established in 2018, published guidelines for overcoming architectural barriers in places of cultural interest (P.E.B.A.).

Physical, sensorial and cultural accessibility are to be considered essential to make the places of culture fully accessible to all visitors (MiBACT). Besides, accessibility to CH is sustained by Council of Europe that adopted a new “Strategy on the Rights of Persons with disabilities 2017-2023”.

The elimination of barriers for physical disabilities that involves some architectural interventions (removal of stairs, obstacles) could be easily achieved, while it is much more difficult to reduce the barriers that are mainly perceptive as in the case of people with visual defects.

The removal of architectural barriers, both physical and cognitive, positively improves the impact of accessibility on tourism, with significant effects on the economy (contributes to further development of tourism, improves public services, creates new opportunities for employment for all), social (promotes social cohesion, improves the quality of life, reduces the feeling of social exclusion), cultural (offers a knowledge of culture and heritage, offers the feeling of being part of the collective cultural capital, increases cultural capital individual) and environmental (correct access for all to spaces of high cultural importance, visual aesthetic improvement of cultural spaces, increase of aesthetic awareness of natural environments) (Remondino, 2011). About the improvement of physical accessibility, a great contribution can be granted, by the recent evolution of rapid prototyping that can be seen, today, as low cost technology. Indeed, the recent evolution of 3D terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) and related software, photogrammetric restitution techniques based on computer vision algorithms and low-cost 3D printers has brought great progress in rapid prototyping applications.

In education, different approaches have been designed for the production of tactile material for people with visual impairments through the generation of 3D printing content (Neumüller et al., 2014).

Obviously, the main aspect is how to reproduce models that are adapted to be explored and understood, during tactile experience, by visually impaired and blind people that have developed their senses in order to cope visual disability. In fact, requirements of models, suitable to tactile exploration by blind/visually impaired people, are different from models that can be visually appreciated by sighted blind people. Blind or visually impaired people cannot appreciate colors except some specific cases regarding visually impaired people and the resolution of every model to be explored is related to their fingers and brain sensitivity. So models for tactile experience must be properly designed and realized carrying out also, some tests with blind or visually impaired people.

The work presented in this article studies the methods and behaviours of blind people, while exploring tactile 3D models and determines their needs, for 3D model construction, in order to grant them a better accessibility to CH. In addition, this study focuses on defining standards and guidelines regarding features of 3D models, e.g. print resolution, in order to obtain greater legibility of models at different scales by the blind or visually impaired people.

Specifically, we address three current research questions: 1 - how blind and visually impaired people explore tactile models; 2 - geometric parameters suitable for blind people to recognize architectural parts; 3 - which printing parameters must be used to make easily accessible the architecture of a specific monument.

In fact, the tactile exploration of some printed elements may be difficult, due to the size too large (for example entire buildings, sculptures, etc.) or too small (for example decorative elements such as capitals, metopes, triglyphs, etc.). To develop this
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research, sample printed models were subjected to the exploration by people with visual impairments, both blind and visually impaired. In particular, the facades of some historical and artistic interest monuments, comprised in a route, of 1-ACCESS project, in the historical center of the city of Palermo, have been surveyed using laser scanners, and reproduced in polylactic acid (PLA). 3D models have been realized using free and open source software and they were printed at different scales of representation, different resolution and level of detail. So blinded people were observed while performing tactile exploration of 3D models, letting us to be guided by their tactile perceptions and sensations to better understand, also with the help of interviews, what could be the best solution among those proposed by us. On the basis of the experiences carried out, therefore, some useful indications have been fixed to identify a protocol of surveying, modelling and 3D printing specifications for historical-monumental itinerary inside the historical centre like that of Palermo or museums.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 How blind and visually impaired people perceive object

The concept of blindness can be described as the total or partial lack of visual perception, which can’t be corrected with lenses or glasses (Medline, 2014). This means that the perception of the world by people affected by this disability occurs through the auditory, kinaesthetic and tactile sense (Amiralian, 2009). In the education sector, blind people use the Braille system to write and read and other devices such as tactile images, audio descriptions and automatic readers. Blindness can be of two types: congenital and acquired. Congenital blindness refers to those who are born blind or lost vision until the age of five and has considerable repercussions on the cognitive processing of space; acquired blindness occurs after a person loses his vision after the age of five and is closely related to the experiences lived by the subject before becoming blind. A low vision is defined as a heterogeneous set of serious reductions in visual function that can’t be eliminated by means of corrective lenses, surgical interventions or therapies (Amiralian, 1997). In both cases, the use of technological and tactile aids contributes to improving the quality of life of the blind or visually impaired, helping autonomy, independence and inclusion.

A lot of studies exist concerning the nature of mental visual images in individuals who have never seen (congenital blindness) and those who have reduced vision or who have lost it completely as adults. Many researchers have been interested in tactile perception in the blind, studying the sense of touch in people without visual experience or visual images (Heller, 1991). Some blind people have never seen. These persons must base their understanding of space on the senses of touch, kinaesthetic, hearing and smell. We have always wondered if the blind imagine objects as us, if they understand space in the same way we do and if they have mental images. The mental imagination is a critical function of human cognition and is often considered as a "almost perceptive" experience of objects in their physical absence. "Seeing with the eyes of the mind" or "having an image in one's head" are all commonly used expressions to define this type of images. There are numerous questions concerning the nature of mental images in individuals who have never seen or have always had reduced vision (Hollins, 1985). One study compared performances of individuals with congenital blindness and those with delayed blindness; the aim was to understand if the lack of visual experience affects the ability to create spatial representations. This study showed that the differences between people with congenital and late blindness were not significant and that blind individuals rely strongly on mental images, although some processes of imagination may be more difficult in the absence of visual experience (Tinti et al., 2006).

2.2 Theoretical framework

In the last few years, the development of 3D geomatics technologies applied to the CH sector has led to important results and the 3D printing process has acquired increasingly high levels of detail and accuracy (Remondino, 2011). Thanks to the development of advanced survey technologies, mainly terrestrial/aerial laser scanning and photogrammetry, 3D reconstruction has become simpler and digital models today can have a high level of accuracy (Dore and Murphy, 2012).

Laser scanner technology allows a rapid elaboration of digital models of surfaces and complex geometries which would be impossible to survey with traditional topographic instruments. It therefore represents the proper technology for surveying archaeological sites and objects of Cultural Heritage. The process for the realization of the model is already known in the literature (Peloso, 2005). With further advances in 3D printing, today, copies of buildings or parts very similar to the originals can be easily obtained (Balletti et al., 2017). Starting from points clouds, obtained surveying monuments with the most sophisticated laser scanner instruments or photogrammetry surveys, it is possible to create 3D models in different materials (PLA, ABS, polylamide, etc.), useful for exploration by blind or visually impaired people (Neumüller et al., 2014). Currently, there are numerous studies on the possibility of using 3D printing as a teaching tool and on its potential within a context of people with visual disabilities. Seeing the potential of 3D models, some researchers have developed methods to improve them by integrating models with audio descriptions. They created interactive 3D printed models equipped with sensors such as cameras (Reichinger et al., 2016; Shi et al. 2016 a), capacitive sensors and microphones (Shi, 2015; Shi, 2016b). These interactive models can also perceive the gestures of a blind user and communicate the corresponding audio information to him. Through the creation of 3D models, it is possible to help the blind or visually impaired people to understand complex concepts such as the architectural elements of an ancient facades of buildings, which can’t be deduced usually, only from a text or an audio, giving the opportunity to touch the shape of monuments that otherwise would remain unexplored and inaccessible. Each object to be printed has its own characteristics and with respect to these, tools and printing methods must be chosen to express, at best, its physical characteristics: the model of each CH piece must respond in terms of accuracy and level of detail to the requirements necessary for the various scales of representation. In the case of large surveys, a multi-scale representation can be also requested.

Figure 1. Tactile exploration of 3D models by blind person
3. THE CASE STUDY

In order to carry out this research, some monuments included in a cultural itinerary that winds along the streets of Vucciria in Palermo have been surveyed, restituted and printed in 3D. These monuments are churches, fountains, but also temples and some detailed building parts that were present also in most recent monumental buildings (e.g. columns or triangular portals). The models, during also proposition of a questionnaire, were subjected to the exploration by people with visual impairments, both blind and visually impaired (see Figure 1).

The questionnaire has been structured in a way to understand times of blindness evolution, level of culture or interest toward CH, pre-existing knowledge on CH on every interviewed person. We observed the participants while performing different tasks from the exploration and identification of 3D printed models and their components, without giving a preliminary information on proposed model and after some information on piece already explored.

One of the monumental parts adopted as case study, the facade of the church of San Sebastiano, a church dating back to the 1500s and placed inside the Arab Norman route in Palermo, complex in terms of architectural conservation as it was damaged by the bombing during the second world War was surveyed and printed in scale different scales.

![Figure 2. Church of San Sebastiano in Palermo (IT) - facade detail](image)

Acquisition of geometric data of monument implied a lot of difficulties operating in an urban environment where are present a lot of obstructions or limitation due also to reduced space inside which is possible to operate.

![Figure 3. Survey station used for facade reconstruction](image)

We have therefore created models printed on different scale and resolution, which we then subjected to a sample of people with visual disabilities, letting ourselves be guided by their tactile perceptions to better understand what could be the best solution among those we have proposed. Each object to be printed has its own characteristics and with respect to these it is necessary to choose the tools and printing methods suitable to best express its consistence: the object model must respond in terms of precision and detail to the requirements necessary for the various representations. In the case of large surveys, a multiscale representation scale has been adopted. The tools used are all open source software that allow the modification of point clouds by laser scanner, in. las or. e57 format which are then transformed into meshes and then into 3D solids before slicing.

![Figure 4. Rapid Prototyping workflow](image)

4. METHODOLOGY

The workflow of rapid prototyping is more complex in respect to a simple 3D graphics model production as illustrated in Figure 4. The field survey was carried out with a Terrestrial laser scanner Leica RTC360 3D Laser Scanner which made it possible to obtain a point cloud at a resolution of 6-10mm with cloud errors under 2mm (see Figure 5 and 6). After the field survey (laser scanner and photogrammetric survey), each scan was cleaned of the anomalous values produced by the noise until an optimal point cloud was reached.

Subsequently, the triangular mesh was created and the closing of the holes made it possible to obtain the surface mesh model. To do this, Cloud Compare (a free and open source 3D point and mesh processing software) was used.
Finally, the transformation of the 3D surface model into a solid, made through the use of the Mesh Mixer software, the solid was cut and printed in PLA. Due to the size of the printer plate (22x28 cm), the model was divided into different parts and then pasted together. Several models have been printed in 1:50, 1:75, 1:100 scale and with different resolutions.

A particular model was printed accentuating the volumes and extruding them more. The CURA software was used for 3D printing, with a layer height of 0.1 mm (see Figure 7).

Having obtaining the 3D printed models, an interview was conducted on a sample of blind and partially sighted people asking them if they could recognize the models represented. According to a study already conducted (Hatwell et al. 2003), it was found that tactile exploration includes two phases, an overview and a detailed exploration; the participants would stop exploring in the first phase if they had not received further instructions. For this reason, participants were asked to explore the models as a whole and to examine the smaller components later.

Furthermore, it was asked to understand if the 1:50, 1:75 or 1:100 scale was valid for that type of model. Two questionnaires were then submitted, a first survey with no instructions (questionnaire 1) and a second giving explanations on the 3D model (questionnaire 2). In this survey phase, a sample of 10/15 people affected by different types of visual impairment was involved.

5. RECOGNITION SURVEY AND RESULTS

Based on the experiences, some useful indications were the identification of the 3D modelling protocol and the printing specifications. Initially disabled people suggested to make available in front of each monument a 3D printed map of the plan.
of each building in order to allow them to have a clear idea how to move around. First, the possibility of accentuating the impression was excluded, as this was less readable than a model printed with normal extrusion. The expanded model in the third direction is too angular and the overhangs are not understandable. The blind normal extrusion. The expanded model in the third direction is excluded, as this was less readable than a model printed with

First, the possibility of accentuating the impression was from adolescence retain memory of the size of some monuments (temples, churches) and colours. Whilst blind people from birth have no idea of colour combinations and they have no idea of the horizon. Then it emerged that the most educated blind people have such a knowledge of the architectural elements to allow them easy recognition even during exploration without directions (questionnaire 1); the same applies to those who have lost their sight in adolescence or adulthood and still retain visual memory.

Those who do not have a high level of education or visual memory, on the other hand, find tactile exploration more meaningful with explanations (questionnaire 2). Moreover, the visually impaired, with partial blindness or severe sight impairment interviewed, are able to distinguish just the forms and have a minimal idea of the architectures. It has come out that the best printing scale evaluated by all as is 1:50 with a high print resolution, but in cases of very large monuments the 1:75 scale is acceptable; the 1: 100 scale model is too small to understand and too large a model could be too intrusive in the exhibition space. Same consideration for Braille, the best writing is the number 1 (standard braille dimensions) with hemispherical conformation and the standard height, for each character equal to 1 cm (see Figure 10).

The surface finish of the masonry parts at a resolution of 6-10 mm in reading with a laser scanner and printing at the layer height of 0.10 mm is fine. As said by visually disabled people, increasing the roughness of the surfaces risks making other architectural parts less evident (pilasters and little projecting frames) (see Figure 11). Furthermore, it would be useful to have a two-tone high contrast reproduction for the visually impaired people models (yellow-black or white-black).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Laser scanner scanning, rapid prototyping and in particular 3D printing technologies offer great opportunities to bring back tactile experiences in our cultural heritage, extending accessibility in a “Design for All” perspective. It is possible to reproduce architectures starting from pieces broken down or in their entirety, placing these exposures in appropriate exhibition contexts. The ability to reproduce objects at a suitable scale and resolution, simplifies the tactile perception, making it easy for people with visual impairments to understand. In the context of the Design for All philosophy, all people benefit from these improvements and in particular those people who could not fully appreciate the original facades, such as blind or partially sighted visitors. In addition, the opportunity to extend accessibility to cultural assets to people with physical or visual disabilities can also have relapses and a positive economic, social, cultural and environmental impact. It would be interesting to equip the 3D models of sensors capable of giving indications on the architectural parts of the 3D model, so as to make tactile exploration even more accessible.
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